
DOMETO 2-1
Code: K521

Description

Climbing frame with style referring to the shapes of a snail and vivid colors. Construction and slide are
made of stainless steel which is resistant to weather conditions and intensive use. Frames and railings
are ended with stylish balls so the construction looks like snail horns. The floor is made of HPL with non-
slip texture. Due to this solution, the floor is soft and safe and does not heat during sunny days and it is not
freezing during the winter.

Colorful, small playground set dedicated to young kids consists of two towers covered by roof.

Optional in colors: orange roofs, red climbing walls and side of bridge, blue side of slide and bright green
entrance ramp with orange, round elements (Multicolor) or grey and brown (Nature).

Playground device consists of

2x towers with roofs
1x stainless steel slide
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1x entrance ramp with rope, banisters and round elements
2x climbing walls
2x spiral ladders
2x anti-slip platforms connected with each other by bridge with rope banisters

Product details

Dimensions: 5,60 x 2,01 x 2,80 m
Safety area: 9,10 x 5,01 m
Free fall height: 0,9 m
The hight of the platform: 0,9 m
Age: above 3 years
Certificate confirming compatibility with norm EN 1176

Materials

Construction made of stainless steel AISI 304 with pipes 76,1 x 2,0 mm, 42,4 x 3,6 mm, 33,7 x 2,0 mm
and profiles 40 x 40 x 2,0 mm. Slide and banister of the slide made of stainless steel. Platform and
bridge made of HPL material with thickness 10mm. Roofs, entrance ramp, side of the slide and climbing
walls made of HDPE material with thickness 15mm.

All images are for illustration purpose only and may vary from the actual product.
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